the ONLI’

third ‘Messenger of Love’ from the Divine Symbols
… sacred geometry for the new millennium

TM

TM

This symbol completes a trilogy of symbols creating the statement ‘Infinite Love in THE
ONE & ONLI’ Heart there is’.
Symbols are a language which holds within them ‘packed information’. When symbols come
through into this reality it is because the timing is ‘right’ for that particular vibration. They
often come with a ‘set of instructions’, albeit through the filters of the receiver. Below I am
sharing much of what I have understood, heard, felt, received and translated. By spending
time meditating with a symbol one begins to embody it and it will speak relevant to how it can
best serve you within the framework of its vibration.
Remember: The greatest complexity can expressed in absolute simplicity. When first viewing
one of the Divine Symbols TM …sacred geometry for the new millennium TM you will be struck
by its simplicity and elegance. Do not let that mislead you. They communicate and radiate
their frequencies through many dimensions and realities, including into and through each of us
and all life everywhere, wherever it is manifested.
The following information is in no particular order. I hope that it is helpful in explaining some
of what this magnificent messenger has come to offer each of us at this amazing time in which
we are living.

 This symbol is different than either of the first two symbols in that is asks us to become
involved (active)

 I believe that it is a symbol/vibration to assist us in creating the 5th ether (first 4 were

given to us by Spirit). The 5th ether must be created by humans. It is being created by

selfless acts of loving kindness with no expectation of personal gain or reward. It is the
ether of Love.
 It is a symbol of ethics
 The accent and spelling of the word ‘only’ is changed to Onli’ for reasons of
perception shift and energy shift. The accent is moved to the last syllable so that the
energy is lifted upward through the ‘i’ to the ‘dot’ above the ‘i’. This directs the
powerful movement of energy up the cylinder of the ‘i’ to the sphere of the dot,
absorbing the focused energy and softening it, then radiating it outward. The cylinder
is an active/male energy and the sphere is a receptive/female energy.
 It is a symbol of joyous transformation and transmutation of that which is still unresolved
 Asks us to explore ‘ethics’: patience, impeccability, walking our talk, honesty, etc while
remembering the basics of Infinite Love and The One.
 When we act ethically we are filled with spontaneous joy
 The Onli’ asks us to have a new/different/expanded relationship with ethical action
 It is about harmonious creation/joyous creation
 It asks us to move from ‘holding a vibration’ to creating responsibly with awareness and
ethical action… to become beings of conscious creation.
 If unethical, the result will be an unethical creation. No longer can we blame others for
the ills of that around us.
 If one chooses this path of courage, it will bring to each that which is still unresolved.
We will be shown or drawn to that which is still seeking transmutation.
 We must do the work. This is not a path for those looking to have personal evolution
work done for them.
 This symbol, as also true of the others, will continue to open.
 Its form represents the Divine Masculine (Christic) and the Divine Feminine (Mari).
 This form creates four cones of full spectrum light (light beyond our knowing or
experience) … a diamond beyond our knowing

 All vibrations come together in the infinity point (represented by the small black ball in
the center. This black ball represents the Infinity Point, or void/emptiness/Ocean of
Love
 All vibrations move into the infinity point (implosions) and move out from the same point
(explosions)
 Energy/vibration moves infinitely IN and infinitely OUT
 ALL life is created from and returns to the infinity point… ‘All in the nothing, nothing in
the ALL’ … can be called ‘zipped time’. There is no ‘happening’ until there is thought
or, ‘the story is in the telling’ (words given Antonia in 1995)
 Each extension represents a facet of life/creation and also the flow from nothingness
to form and back again. The top left segment (Infinite Love symbol) represents
ALPHA or the beginningless beginning, the top right represents SPIRIT, the
bottom left represents MATTER and the bottom right represents OMEGA, the
endless end. When moving from the top left to the top right to the bottom left to the
bottom right and back up to the top left and so on you will see the movement into and
through form back to the beginningless beginning and so on ad infinitum.
 As we move into a world of increased awakening/awareness and conscious
responsibility/creation, the symbol reminds us that the need to carry ‘karma’ from life
time to lifetime is unnecessary as the ‘feedback loop’ gains momentum and our
stuff/thoughts/actions are instantly returned to us.
 Asks of each of us: Spiritual Discretion and Discernment to move through the
proliferation of material available
 The four segments are in 90 degree angles creating an equilateral cross. They are in
the positions of 10:30, 1:30 & 4:30, 7:30 (imagine standing IN the center of a clock
with 12 o’clock directly in front of you. This also works if you need to work with 12
o’clock directly above you)
 Top two symbols move CCW
 Bottom two symbols move CW
 At the same time each Infinite Love symbol moves in its correct direction: Infinite Open
Heart CW, Golden Infinity CCW). At the same time, while we need only to ‘know’
this: the symbols also move diagonally as well as other configurations as shown Antonia,
though not all decipherable at this time.

 The Onli’ is about joyous/loving transmutation
 The Onli’ is about joyous/loving creation
 The Onli’ is about JOY
 The Onli’ is about CELEBRATION
 Definition of Transmutation: change: a change, or the process of changing, from one
form/substance/nature/state to another; change of one element into another: Physics
– the transformation of the atom of one chemical element into the atom of another by
disintegration or nuclear bombardment; conversion to gold : history – the supposed
conversion of base metals into gold or silver by alchemy; metamorphosis.

 The ONLI’ is the Golden Phoenix of Transmutation assisting human

evolution/metamorphosis beyond our wildest imagination, knowing and understanding.

The above information is presented by Antonia Albano, Founder of World Love Project TM and
receiver of the Divine Symbols …sacred geometry for the new millennium TM . This information
is her understanding-to-date and is not intended to be presented as the final word. Each
individual will develop their own understanding as the symbol speaks to them.
This symbol belongs to the world. Please share this wherever it is called. Be sure to give
appropriate credit and reference to website, including a copy of the above understandings
in any reference or class where it is presented.
Antonia can be contacted at 540.461.1401 or by email at : antonia@southriverhighlands.com
for more information on the Divine Symbols TM …sacred geometry for the new millennium TM,
to invite as a speaker or facilitator of workshops. Antonia currently lives in the
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. More information on the Divine Symbols …sacred
geometry for the new millennium TM can be found at www.WorldLoveProject.com or
www.southriverhighlands.com/divine.html . Information on the annual Celebration Of
Love event in Virginia each year in February at her farm can be found at:
www.CelebrationOfLove2009.com (year changes each year mid January).

